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The December/January holidays are a
wonderful opportunity to spend time with
family and friends, and for many Victorians
this means gathering around the backyard
barbecue.
But this popular pastime can end with tragic
consequences. Fires can occur and a fun family
day can end with a visit to hospital.
The backyard barbecue can be a dangerous
appliance if care isn’t taken in its use and
maintenance.
This is the important safety message that
ESV wants to get across with our new summer
barbecue campaign: look before you cook.
The campaign was launched by the Minister
for Energy and Resources, Michael O’Brien,
with a pre-Christmas barbecue in the grounds
of Parliament House.
The Minister (pictured below) learnt how
to check the hose and connections, and to
use soapy water to look for gas leaks before
starting to cook a few sausages for the
assembled media.
It only takes a few minutes, but it’s a
simple step that will help to keep your family
safe this summer.
It’s a message you’ll be hearing a lot of this
summer in the lead-up to Australia Day, with
radio, online and cinema ads running right
across the state.
To encourage all EnergySafe readers to look
before you cook, we’ve got 10 summer barbecue
packs to give away, including a set of barbecue
tools and a look before you cook chef’s apron,
as worn by the Minister below.
To win one of these packs, all you have to
do is email me at srainsbury@esv.vic.gov.au and
tell me the name of the new campaign.
Entries will close on Australia Day and we’ll
then draw the winners. Names will be published

in the autumn edition of EnergySafe.
Look before you cook is one of two summer
community safety campaigns we’re running
this year. We’re also reminding houseboat
owners of the need to ensure that the gas
and electrical installations on their vessels
are safe and compliant.
If you’re heading out on a houseboat this
summer, have it checked by a gasﬁtter and an
electrician to make sure it’s safe. You don’t want
your holiday ruined by an accident that could
have been avoided.
And ﬁnally, EnergySafe this month farewells
our long-serving advertising sales manager, Barry
Telfer, who has decided to retire. Thanks Barry
for all your hard work.
2013 is set to be an exciting year for this
magazine as we unveil a new electronic version.
We’ll have more details in the autumn edition.
Happy new year to all.
Sharon Rainsbury
srainsbury@esv.vic.gov.au

All material appearing in
energysafe is copyright.
Reproduction in whole or
in part is not permissible
without the written permission
of Energy Safe Victoria,
depending on the source of
the article.
Liability
Howsoever arising as a
consequence of use or
reliance upon any advice,
representations, statement,
opinion or conclusion
expressed herein is expressly
denied by Energy Safe Victoria
and all persons involved in the
preparation of this publication.

Christmas ofﬁce closure
ESV’s Southbank and Glen Waverley ofﬁces will close for the Christmas
break at noon on Monday, 24 December, 2012 and will re-open at 8.30am on
Wednesday, January 2, 2013. During this time, ESV staff will be available
to respond to gas and electricity emergencies.
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Look before
you cook
A faulty barbecue can burn
more than your sausages.
Clean it, check it and
test it with soapy water,
advises ESV investigator
Stephen Nolan.
A summer barbecue is one of life’s simple
pleasures. In addition to enjoying fresh,
seasonal food, it allows us to enjoy quality
time outdoors mingling with family and
close friends. What could be better
than this?

“ESV recommends
that you replace
any out-of-date,
old or damaged
gas cylinders and
ﬁttings.”
Before you even light your barbecue you
need to think about a number of factors and
remember to look before you cook.
Barbecue location
Ideally you need a clear space, with no
overhanging branches or debris that could

Don’t get burnt: Energy and Resources Minister Michael O’Brien (below) launches ESV’s new look before
you cook campaign so that your barbecue doesn’t end up looking like this.

potentially catch ﬁre. Try to set up out of the wind
and ensure your barbecue is on ﬁrm, level ground
with no risk of it tipping over or rolling away. Gas
appliances need adequate ventilation so never use
a barbecue inside a caravan, tent or house.
Fuel
Always ensure you use enough charcoal
to cover the base of the barbecue and only light
it when the coals are cold; you don’t want to
burn yourself. Always remember to keep
excess charcoal in a safe place well away
from the ﬁre.
If you are using natural gas or LPG there are

a number of other factors you need to take into
account.
Always check your barbecue’s hose and pipe
connections are in good condition and never use
home-made connections. ESV recommends that
you replace any out-of-date, old or damaged gas
cylinders and ﬁttings. You can ﬁnd the test date
stamped into the collar of the cylinder.
Safe, reﬁlled cylinders are available from
most petrol stations. When you are transporting
cylinders keep them upright in the boot of the
car. Always store them upright, away from heat
sources, and avoid storing cylinders in your car.
Look before you cook
Before you light your barbecue take the
time to check for gas leaks. This is especially
important with new barbecues or those that
haven’t been used for a while. You can do this
by brushing or spraying soapy water around the
joints of the pipe work; if you see any bubbles
then you have a gas leak. Tighten the connection
and check again.
Extinguishing ﬂames in an emergency
Have a ﬁre extinguisher, a ﬁre blanket,
a bucket of water or a bucket of sand close by
while you are cooking. If the ﬂames become out
of control and you can’t turn off the gas supply,
don’t hesitate to douse the ﬂames even if it means
your food will be ruined.
Enjoy having fun this summer and remember
to stay safe and always treat gas with respect.
More information on gas safety is
available from the ESV website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au.
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Recent
accidents a
reminder to
observe safe
approach
distances
By Michelle Robertson, ESV’s Senior
Advisor Media and Communications
Energy Safe Victoria is reminding people
to be careful when working on or near
high voltage electrical apparatus following
two serious incidents in which three men
received serious electrical burns while
working near live 22kV powerlines.
In October, two linesmen received serious
ﬂash burns while in an elevating work platform
carrying out electrical work on a pole top
distribution substation near Wodonga.
The workers were taken to Melbourne’s Alfred
Hospital in a serious condition.
In a separate incident just four days later,
a contractor doing tree clearance work for a
distribution business sustained electrical burns
when the pole saw he was using contacted or
came within the safe approach distance of a 22kV
overhead conductor.
In response to the incidents, ESV’s Director
of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon, issued an urgent
Electrical Safety Alert.
“These workers were very lucky to survive,” he
said. “Similar incidents in the past have resulted in
loss of life.
“Failure to adhere to safe work practices will
not only put you at risk but also your workmates
and the public. Working near overhead powerlines

is dangerous unless all necessary precautions are
taken.”
Always take precautions
While the exact cause of these incidents
is still under investigation, ESV warned that
workers must:
» Be appropriately trained and have
demonstrated their competence for the
task being performed.
» Conduct a detailed job safety assessment.
» Follow the rules and procedures and create
good habits.
» Plan work effectively with the correct
methods selected according to each speciﬁc
situation.
» Take the appropriate time to complete tasks.
Where there is any doubt about the safety of
workmates or the public, the condition of electrical
apparatus or the procedures to be followed,
workers should speak up and, if necessary,
seek advice from supervisors or relevant
operational authorities.
Further information is available on the
ESV website at www.esv.vic.gov.au.

1300 00 50 55 or (03) 9440 7500
www.tradetechservices.com.au

YOU MAY HAVE
3 METRES TO LIVE
IN THE MORNING
BUT JUST 2 METRES
IN THE AFTERNOON

Never
assume you
know where
powerlines are
ESV’s Look Up and Live campaign
has a new message this summer –
never assume you know where
a powerline is as it can sag and sway
due to heat, wind or electrical load.
ESV’s Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon, said a powerline could drop
by more than a metre throughout the day.
“You can never assume you know
where a powerline is,” he said.
“While you might have adequate
clearance with machinery at 9am,
that powerline can drop signiﬁcantly
throughout the day and a task that’s
routine in the morning could have fatal
consequences by late afternoon.”

Trenching and Boring
så
så
så
så
så
så
så
så
så
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‘One call does it all’
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Remotecontrolled
ACRs installed
in time for
bushﬁre season
Victorian electricity
distributors are on track to
complete the installation
of remote-controlled
automatic circuit reclosers
in time for this summer’s
bushﬁre season, reports
Michelle Robertson.
It’s been 12 months since the State
Government announced its response to the
Powerline Bushﬁre Safety Taskforce report,
and since then the distribution businesses
have been busy upgrading infrastructure
to reduce the risk of electrical assets
starting bushﬁres.
Among the ﬁrst upgrades under the 10-year,
$750 million project is the installation of remotecontrolled automatic circuit reclosers (ACRs),
which enable the distribution businesses to
remotely adjust the settings on days of high
bushﬁre risk.
SP AusNet is installing 95 ACRs while
Powercor will install 179 of the devices in high
bushﬁre risk areas under its management.
On 30 October, the Minister for Energy and
Resources, Michael O’Brien, visited Panton Hills
to see ﬁrst-hand the work being carried out by
SP AusNet.
The Minister spoke with members of the
media and was joined by ESV Director of Energy
Safety Paul Fearon, Victorian Fire Services
Commissioner Craig Lapsley and the Member
for Seymour, Cindy McLeish MP.
The Minister explained that the installation
of remote-controlled ACRs would allow for much
more effective management of the power network,
helping to reduce bushﬁre risk and also improving
power reliability.
Protective devices key to reducing ﬁre risk
In 2009, the Victorian Bushﬁres Royal
Commission (VBRC) found that ﬁve of the 11
major Black Saturday bushﬁres were caused
by failed electricity assets.
Subsequent investigations carried out by the
Powerline Bushﬁre Safety Taskforce (PBST) found
that ACRs attempting to reconnect power could
potentially start ﬁres in areas of highest bushﬁre
risk and on high-risk bushﬁre days.
In response to these ﬁndings, in 2011 ESV
required electricity distributors to install remotecontrolled automatic circuit reclosing technology
in high bushﬁre risk areas and work commenced
in 2012.
Upgrading to remote-controlled ACRs will

Reducing ﬁre risk: The Minister for Energy and Resources, Michael O’Brien (right), inspects progress
on the installation of ACRs with MP Cindy McLeish and David Matassoni from Sp AusNet.

help manage electrical infrastructure during
periods of high bushﬁre risk. In the past,
limitations have been posed by the fact that
many single wire earth return (SWER) powerlines
have older style circuit breakers, called oil circuit
reclosers (OCRs).
OCRs can be set to automatically attempt
to reclose a circuit or disconnect the powerline
where they detect a fault, however, the settings
can only be changed manually by a person
attending the site.
For a six-week period last summer,

SWER OCRs in high ﬁre risk areas had to
have their automatic reclose setting disabled
to reduce the risk of ignition caused by
reclose attempts.
However, the installation of the new remotecontrolled ACRs means the six-week “lock out”
period won’t be necessary this summer.
From now on, ACRs on powerlines in
areas of highest bushﬁre risk can be remotely
changed from centralised control rooms on
Total Fire Ban and Code Red days and in
response to changing weather conditions.
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Shipshape
for summer
Houseboat owners are
being urged to get the gas
and electrical installations
on their vessels checked
this summer so they don’t
hit stormy waters. Michelle
Robertson unveils ESV’s
new awareness campaign.
Energy Safe Victoria has launched an
awareness campaign to remind houseboat
owners and operators that they should
get their vessels inspected every year by a
licensed gasﬁtter and an electrician to make
sure they are safe and legally compliant.

Annual inspections can identify any potential
dangers or compliance problems and help prevent
ﬁres, explosions or electrocutions caused by
unsafe gas or electrical equipment.
There are a number of gas safety issues that
can make houseboats dangerous including poor
natural and mechanical ventilation, barbecues,
improper/illegal installations of appliances, use of
non-certiﬁed appliances and the improper/illegal
use of non-approved ﬁttings (including the use of
garden hose as gasﬁtting lines).
ESV is also reminding boat owners to be
mindful of electrical safety as houseboats are
covered under speciﬁc Australian standards for
marinas and recreational boats. The standards
relate to electrical supply points, connections to
the houseboat and ongoing veriﬁcation of the
onboard installation.
Vessels should be periodically inspected for

ELECTRICAL
INSPECTIONS
VICTORIA
Electrical Inspections Victoria provides
electrical inspection and consulting services
to registered electrical contractors, developers
and supply authorities across Victoria.
Electrical Inspections Victoria has the
experience, qualifications and resources
to provide the service you need.

www.eivic.com.au

Call us today 03 9739 4216

electrical safety by a licensed electrician.
ESV is working with Goulburn Murray Water
(GMW), licensed plumbers and the houseboat
industry to lift the standard of gas safety on
houseboats on Lake Eildon.

“With the
summer holidays
approaching,
non-compliant
boats are potentially
an accident waiting
to happen.”
Over the next ﬁve years all vessels will be
required to have a gas safety audit and their gas
installations approved as part of an ESV initiative.
In the meantime, ESV is recommending that boat
owners be proactive about getting their vessels
periodically inspected.
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ESV investigators recently visited Lake Eildon
and identiﬁed a number of non-compliances,
including vessels not having ESV approval
to unlicensed gasﬁtting being completed by
houseboat owners.
Investigators were also concerned about
clearances to combustible surfaces on some of
the boats.
Victoria’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul
Fearon, said that in the lead up to the busy holiday
period it was crucial that boat owners took action
to ensure their vessels were safe.
“We are reminding boat operators to ensure
houseboats comply with gas and electrical
safety regulations. With the summer holidays
approaching, non-compliant boats are potentially
an accident waiting to happen.
“We do not want to see injuries or deaths caused
by gas or electrical accidents on houseboats.
“Have your houseboat inspected by a licensed
plumber and electrician every year to ensure it
meets safety requirements and you’ll be ready to
go for summer.”
ESV is producing information for boat
owners and industry professionals to ensure they
clearly understand the gas and electrical safety
requirements.
Further information is available at
www.esv.vic.gov.au

Smooth sailing: ESV’s Stephen Nolan and Investigations Manager David Witenden recently inspected
houseboats at Lake Eildon and discussed electrical safety with electrician Brett Danieli (above).
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Get the best apprentices
in the industry. Go with
NECA Apprenticeships.
As the leading employer of apprentices in the electrical
industry, NECA Apprenticeships has high quality,
motivated apprentices who are in demand and
ready to take on your work.
Our industry leading ﬁeld ofﬁcers handle:
t Customised recruitment and selection
t Employment administration
t Ongoing mentoring and monitoring
So you can get on with the job at hand.

Call NECA Apprenticeships
today on 9389 9959 to speak
to one of our ﬁeld ofﬁcers
about your business needs.

We have
the best
apprenticeship
completion rate
in the industry!

For more information visit
www.necaapprenticeships.com.au

370 degrees group Limited. #3D02461112A
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Beware before
you build
Failure to consider
overhead powerlines
before building can have
serious, and expensive,
consequences.
Michelle Robertson
reminds all those involved
with planning new buildings
to ensure they comply with
regulations.
It’s hard to believe but it’s happening –
buildings are being constructed without
prior consideration of overhead
powerlines.
It’s particularly prevalent in inner-urban areas
where high-density apartments, houses and
commercial buildings are being built perilously
close to existing powerlines and infrastructure.
Not only does this pose obvious safety risks,
but it can cost the owner thousands of dollars
to rectify the problem or they may even have to
halt building altogether.
CitiPower has advised ESV of several cases
where buildings have been constructed without
regard to existing overhead powerlines and
infrastructure, resulting in breaches of Victoria’s
Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations 2009.
Regulation 313, which sets out clearance
requirements between structures and overhead
electricity lines, is not widely understood within the
building industry. So while a property owner would
probably expect potential issues to be picked up

in the planning process, this doesn’t necessarily
occur.
Building permits may be issued without
any checks being carried out to determine if
clearances from the proposed building to existing
overhead electricity lines will be adequate.
There have been many cases where
building too close to overhead powerlines has
become a signiﬁcant problem for the property
owner. In some cases, where the problem has
been discovered too late, buildings have had to
be signiﬁcantly modiﬁed. In others, electricity
distribution businesses have had to make
changes to the infrastructure. In both cases the
cost, which can run into many tens of thousands

of dollars, is borne by the building’s unwitting
owner.
ESV wants to alert planners, architects,
builders, councils and property owners that
they must consider powerlines and electrical
infrastructure before erecting buildings.
Electrical infrastructure and overhead
powerlines in the vicinity of proposed buildings
should be factored into plans before building
commences to ensure compliance with
prescribed clearances.
It’s also crucial to watch out for powerlines
and electrical infrastructure during the
construction phase. If the worksite is near
overhead electrical powerlines, No Go Zone
safety requirements to achieve worker safety
during construction must be followed.
CitiPower is concerned about safety and also
wants to help property owners avoid problems.
The company is trying to raise awareness of the
need to check out electrical clearance regulations
before building plans are ﬁnalised.
It has also asked ESV to look into what can
be done to formally include this as part of the
planning process.
Clearance requirements are speciﬁed
in Regulation 313 of the Electricity Safety
(Installations) Regulations 2009, which are
available online at www.legislation.vic.gov.au
Construction companies and utilities should
check WorkSafe Victoria’s information on No
Go Zones for speciﬁc regulations regarding
scaffolding and plant/equipment.
A nasty shock: Property owners and developers
can ﬁnd themselves with an unexpected problem
if construction starts before a site’s proximity to
powerlines has been considered.
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Computers set
for star performance
By Fondas Verginis,
ESV Compliance Ofﬁcer
New energy performance standards for
computers are proposed to come into
effect from 1 April 2013 and will relate to the
computer and the monitor.
The standards apply to stationary and
portable units, including desktop, integrated
desktop, notebook and tablet computers as well
as small-scale servers.
The computer (including the power supply)
and the monitor will be subject to Minimum Energy
Performance Standards (MEPS) and are required
to be registered. The monitor is also required to
carry an Energy Rating Label, similar to those
currently found on other appliances such as
refrigerators, washing machines and televisions.
The energy label will display an efﬁciency
range of 1 to 10 Stars (anything above 6 Stars will

Never connect
gas appliances
to standby
power
controllers
ESV is reminding Victorians about the
correct use of standby power controllers
after a recent incident where one was
wrongly connected to a gas wall heater.

feature the Super Efﬁciency Rating).
The relevant Australian Standards are:
» AS/NZS 5813 – Information technology
equipment – Energy performance of
computers
» AS/NZS 5815 – Information technology
equipment – Energy performance of
computer monitors
Part 1 of each Standard addresses the
methods of measurement of energy performance,
while Part 2 relates to MEPS and labelling needs.
For custom-made (sometimes called
whitebox) or small computer production runs
deemed-to-comply provisions have been included
in the Standard, stipulating the use of energyefﬁcient components, such as use of energy
efﬁcient internal power supplies.
The proposed label for computer monitors
will be similar to the label currently used on TVs.
Further details: www.energyrating.gov.au

Screen saver: The proposed label will be similar
to that currently used on televisions.

In September, two elderly residents of a
house in Kyabram were treated by paramedics
when their gas wall furnace overheated after
being connected to a standby energy saver via a
powerboard.
The unit overheated after power to the fan was
cut by the standby power controller, causing it to
smoke and release a cloud of dust and oily fumes.
The unit was found to be working properly and the
gas cut-off valve activated as normal.
The incident occurred despite the powersaving device being ﬁtted by an accredited
supplier.
Although the supplier advised the
homeowners to plug their heater into a different
powerpoint, there was apparently no extension

cord available so the heater was incorrectly
plugged into an additional powerboard that
was still connected to the standby power
controller.
Homeowners, electricians and suppliers
should be aware that standby power controllers
are only designed for use on electrical appliances
such as computers, televisions and audiovisual
equipment.
They are not designed for use with gas
appliances and connecting them to gas heaters
– as has occurred in this instance – represents an
unsafe practice.
Standby power controllers are used to gain
certiﬁcates under the Victorian Energy Efﬁciency
Target and are safe when used correctly.

New ProTag Optima System
Australia’s Most Compact Appliance
Testing and Tag Printing System.
The new ProTag Optima System tests portable appliances and RCDs,
and prints test tags in a compact system weighing only around 2kg.
No interface cables between the tester, printer and scanner provide
maximum mobility on construction sites, factories and workshops.
Light weight, wireless, battery powered and with logging of visual
inspections and risk assessments, the Optima System guarantees
greater efficiency, huge time savings and a lower cost per tag.
Call EMONA Instruments on tel: 1 800 632 953 email: testinst@emona.com.au or www.protag.com.au
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Wall mounted type

Ceiling concealed type

Duct connected type

By Michael Grubert,
ESV Compliance Ofﬁcer
Australian and New Zealand energy
efﬁciency regulators have proposed
an extension to the scope of minimum
energy performance standards (MEPS)
for air conditioners to cover multi-split
air conditioners.
It is planned to have a voluntary registration
system for multi-split systems in place no sooner
than 1 April 2013 to 1 April 2014. From 1 April
2014 onwards, registration will be mandatory.
A test report to the relevant standard will need
to be supplied at the time of registration.
Deﬁnitions of multi-split systems
covered by AS/NZS 3823
A split system air conditioner with a
refrigeration system having two or more
independently controlled indoor units and
includes both Fixed Head and Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) systems.
Fixed head multi-split system
A split system air conditioner or heat
pump incorporating a single refrigerant circuit
with a single outdoor unit and two or more
indoor units each of which can be individually
controlled. The outdoor unit shall have a
dedicated set of refrigeration ports for each

Generators
for sale
ESV is selling the generators used
in the Powerline Bushﬁre Safety
Taskforce trials.
Fifteen generators are available via a
tender process and anyone can bid for one
or more.
As a guide to pricing, the generators were
purchased new in 2010 for approximately
$12,000 each. They will be sold “as is” and the
repair and maintenance of the generators will
be the responsibility of the purchaser.
There are eight generators rated at 7.0 kW,
ﬁve at 7.5kW and two at 11kW with “hours on
the clock” ranging from six to 9100 hours.
All are mounted in weatherproof cabinets.

4way ceiling cassette type

Individual refrigerant circuit
for each indoor unit

Ceiling suspended type
Floor type

A ﬁxed head multi-split system.

individual indoor unit. The maximum number
of indoor units that can be connected is limited
by the number of dedicated ports on the
outdoor unit.

Relevant Standards
AS/NZS 3823.1.4 Multiple split-system aircooled air conditioners and air-to-air heat pumps
— Testing and rating for performance. This was
published in November 2012.
AS/NZS 3823.2 Energy labelling and

minimum energy performance standard (MEPS)
requirements. A revision of this is currently with
Standards Australia and is anticipated to be
published around April 2013.
AS/NZS 3823.3 Calculation of performance
for minimum energy performance standard
(MEPS) requirements. This standard is currently
being revised to allow simulation testing of certain
multi-split products.
Registration of multi-split products will be
based on the outdoor unit only, tested with a
representative sample of indoor units. There will
be no provision in the standard for the labelling
(energy rating labelling) of any multi-split products.
In recognition of the difﬁculties in testing VRF
products the Department of Climate Change and
Energy Efﬁciency, in consultation with industry,
is looking at a number of compliance options
including the use of simulation testing and
overseas test standard reports.
For further information and updates
check www.energyrating.gov.au

The generators are located in secure storage
and arrangements for inspection are included
in the tender documents.
The 240 volt diesel powered generators are
large units designed to power much of an average
household with a good quality of supply. Due to
their size, weight and power they were all mounted
on gravel or concrete pads and permanently wired
into the household switchboard. As an example,
the dimensions of the 7.5 KW generator are: length
1600mm, width 900mm, height 1200mm and
weight 500kg.
As part of the Powerline Bushﬁre Safety
Taskforce trials, remote area power supplies
(consisting of solar panels, a battery system
and a generator) and back-up power supplies
were installed by ESV in areas around Daylesford
and Euroa from November 2010 through
March 2011.
After the trials ceased it was decided to

dispose of the equipment that was surplus
to requirements.
Anybody interested in buying a generator
can obtain the tender documents from the
Trial Manager, Australian Technical Services,
by emailing bft-rfq@atservices.com.au. Bids
will close 15 February 2013 with bidder
inspection approximately one week prior.

Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)
multi-split system
A split system air conditioner or heat pump
incorporating a single refrigerant circuit with one
or more outdoor units and two or more indoor
units each of which can be individually controlled.
The outdoor unit module shall have a set of
refrigeration ports that services the network
of indoor units through branch piping and/or
distribution devices.
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A guide to
patient areas –
AS/NZS 3003:2011
Query

Question

12:001

Who determines the area where cardiactype procedures are regularly or routinely
carried out?

AS/NZS 3003:2011, Patient Areas,
is currently being reviewed. These
interpretations have been issued by ESV
to provide guidance for electricians,
licenced electrical inspectors and
consultants pending revision of the
current Australian/New Zealand
Standard. By Bill te Wierik

Answer

Clause

The speciﬁc locations referred to in Clause 2.2.2.1 shall be wired as
Clause 1.1
cardiac-protected electrical area. Decisions about other locations are the
Clause 2.2
responsibility of the governing body or proprietor of the healthcare facility.
Note: Such decisions should be supported by written documentation of
the type of medical procedures that will be regularly or routinely
undertaken in that particular location.

12:002

Are socket-outlets that butt up to each
No.
other, but are not contained within a single
surround, considered a group?

Clause 1.4.11

12:003

Is a socket-outlet installed under a bench
or in a cupboard deemed to be readily
accessible?

Yes, provided the socket-outlet is not obstructed by any equipment and
the cupboard is not capable of being locked.

Clause 1.4.21

12:004

Is the positioning of non-permanently
installed furniture (e.g. desk) taken into
account when accessing whether a socketoutlet is readily accessible?

Where a socket-outlet is obstructed by any equipment, after the original
Clause 1.4.21
design of the electrical installation, the requirements of Clause 1.4.21 shall
apply.

12:005

Note: The responsibility for the way in which the electrical installation of
the facility is used rests with the owner/occupier of the healthcare facility.

What parts of a nursing home are required Any areas of a nursing home that are patient areas, i.e. locations in which Clause 2.2.3
to be wired as a body-protected electrical medical electrical equipment is intended to be used on patients. Medical
area?
electrical equipment includes electrically operated beds, recliner chairs,
physiotherapy equipment, etc.
Note: Areas used for administrative purposes, kitchens, dining rooms,
recreation, storage areas, etc., are not required to be wired as bodyprotected electrical areas.

12:006

Do doctors’ surgeries or medical
consultants rooms need to be wired
as a “Patient Area” when no body-type
procedures on patients will be undertaken?

Yes.

Clause 2.2.3

Note: These areas are at times shared between medical practitioners,
some of whom will elect to undertake medical-electrical procedures such as ECGs, etc.

12:007

May a lighting ﬁnal sub-circuit, installed
No.
in a cardiac-protected electrical area, be
used to supply luminaires in another room?

Clause 2.4.1

12:027

May a ﬁnal sub-circuit, installed in a
No.
cardiac-protected electrical area, be used
to supply socket-outlets and luminaires (as
a mixed circuit) in the same room?

Clause 2.4.1

12:008

May socket-outlets supplied by more than
one ﬁnal sub-circuit be considered as a
group?

No.

Clause 2.4.1

12:009

Where remote monitoring equipment is
located outside the patient area, is this
remote location also deemed to be a
patient area?

No, however:
» Clause 2.4.3.2(a)(iii) requires LPD protection of such socket-outlets,
and
» Clause 4.4.2.4.1(a)(iii) requires such socket-outlets to be earthed to
the EP system if the patient area in question is a cardiac protected
electrical area.

Clause 2.4.3.2

Note: ESV believes that the requirement in Clause 2.2.2.1(a) in that a
cardiac catheter laboratory control room must be wired as cardiacprotected electrical areas is subject to an amendment.

12:010

Are cardiac catheter laboratory control
rooms required to be wired and signposted as a cardiac-protected electrical
area location?

No. Refer to Query 12.009

Clause 2.4.3.2
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Query

Question

Answer

12:011

Do socket-outlets installed within 5,000mm Socket-outlets located within 5,000mm of any entryway to a patient area
of the entrance to a patient area need LPD (with or without a door) shall be LPD protected. However, the 5,000mm
protection?
does not extend through another entryway if it is provided with a door.
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Clause
Clause 2.4.3.2

Note: The 5,000mm distance is measured using a taut ﬂexible cord.
Note: This excludes dental surgeries – refer to Query 12:012.

12:012

Do socket-outlets installed within 2,000mm Socket-outlets located within 2,000mm of any entryway to a patient area
of the entrance to a dental surgery patient (with or without a door) shall be LPD protected. However, the 2,000mm
area need LPD protection?
does not extend through another entryway if it is provided with a door.

Clause 2.4.3.2

Note: The 2,000mm distance is measured using a taut ﬂexible cord.

12:013

May a UPS be supplied from a nonessential distribution board where an
essential supply is available?

No, not if an essential supply is immediately available.

Clause 2.4.5.1

12:014

May a switch controlling general room
lighting be installed within 500mm of a
RCD if installed on a different wall?

No.

Clause 2.6(c)

When is a separate isolating switch
required for socket-outlets?

A readily accessible isolating switch is required where;

12:015

Note: The 500mm distance should be measured using a taut ﬂexible cord.

» A permanently wired appliance is supplied from a LPD protected
circuit that also supplies socket-outlets or other permanently wired
appliances.
» Where a socket-outlet is not readily accessible and is protected by
a LPD that also protects socket-outlets or other permanently wired
appliances.

Clause 2.7.2
Clause 2.10

12:016

Clause 2.7.4.4
Is a remote isolating switch that is used for No, it is not a requirement of the current standard.
Note: However, it is strongly suggested that the switch be provided with an
the control of a socket-outlet that is not
readily accessible, required to be provided amber power available indicator on the line side of the isolation switch.
with one amber, yellow or orange indicator
light to show when supply is available?

12:017

Is the looping of electrical interconnections between separate EP
nodes permitted?

No. Each node shall be directly connected to the EP junction by an
insulated conductor with a maximum resistance of 0.01 Ω.

Clause 4.4.2.3

12:018

Can single-pole isolating switches be
installed in patient areas?

No, isolating switches, other than those used for non-LPD protected ﬁnal
sub-circuits, must operate in all live conductors, e.g. double pole switch
for single-phase 2-wire circuits.

Clause 2.10

12:019

Does the area where socket-outlets have
No.
been installed within 5,000mm of the
entrance to a patient area require marking?

Clause 2.12.2

12:020

Where may a 2.5mm2 EP earthing
conductor be used in lieu of a 4.0mm2
conductor?

Except for (a) and (b) below, earthing conductors within equipment may
have a minimum cross-sectional area of 2.5mm2.

Clause 4.4.1

12:021

What are the earthing requirements for
socket-outlets installed within 5,000mm
of the entrance to a patient area?

Socket-outlets located within 5,000mm immediately outside a cardiac
protected electrical area (with or without a door) shall be earthed via
the EP earthing system of the patient area.

Clause 4.4.2.4.1

12:022

Are EP nodes required to be insulated and
segregated from other conductive items?

Yes.

Clause 4.4.2.3
Clause 4.4.2.7

12:023

Clause 4.4.2.9
May an EP test point be connected to an EP No.
Note: Problems may arise if the node was ever disconnected from the EPJ.
junction node?

12:024

Is magnetic ﬁeld testing required prior to
electrical installation work being carried
out in a room that is already been used for
ECG monitoring or recording?

12:025

May an ECG monitor or recorder be used
Yes, provided the ECG monitor or recorder, to be used in the area, is in
to test for magnetic interference in lieu of good working order.
a certiﬁed, calibrated, tri-axial ﬂux density
meter?

a. All installation work associated with the EP earthing system shall
be carried out using earthing conductors with a minimum crosssectional area of 4.0mm2.
b. All earthing conductors used to connect socket-outlets to the EPJ,
shall have a minimum cross-sectional area of 4.0mm2.

No, on the provision that the existing area where ECG monitoring or
recording have previously been successfully used and proven that the
ECG equipment operation has not been compromised.

Clause 7.3

Clause 7.4
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Australian company
leads the LED revolution
We’re ﬁnally seeing the light
in Australia – and it’s a light
emitting diode. Charlotte
Roseby reports.
Light emitting diodes, or LEDs, were
once only found in trafﬁc lights and
computer screens. But as the cost of
LED lighting has dropped, they are fast
becoming a cost-effective and green
alternative to incandescents, halogens and
compact ﬂuoro globes in homes
and businesses.
John Rathgeber and his team at littil LED
Lights have been researching global LED
technology for four years and have developed
a comprehensive, cost-effective range of LED
lighting products.
“They’re now a viable, reliable alternative,
even for households,” John says.
littil is focused on converting “old technology”
light ﬁttings and lamps to LED, which cost only
a quarter of a cent per hour or a cent and a half
per day. Their objective? “Ridding Australia of
every energy-guzzling non-LED lamp within ﬁve
years,” he says.
The beneﬁts: lean, mean and green
LEDs are directional and a smarter, more
efﬁcient way to light a room. Rather than using
fragile ﬁlament power that burns out easily, LEDs
use movement of electrons for power and light.
Built so that a great number of photons are
released outward, the light from a diode is focused
through the end of a plastic bulb that produces
a bright light. As the power source or diodes are
housed in plastic bulbs, LED lighting tends to be
better protected than older, standard fragile bulbs.
“Our LED lights are lean, mean and mighty

green,” says John. “Our lights are lean because
they’re sleek, unassuming, modern and stylish.
They’re mean because they pack a punch. They
have some of the highest output on the market.”
And, of course, they are green. LEDs are
so much more efﬁcient to run because the bulbs
use diodes for light rather than needing to use
electricity to heat a ﬁlament (like incandescent
bulbs). Because the electricity used in LED lighting
is being directly used for light, this cuts down
on energy demands considerably.
“littil LEDs run on ‘the sniff of an oily rag’,”
says John. “When you use a littil LED you burn
a lot less fossil fuel, use less energy and don’t
need to replace them for a long, long time.”
LEDs have a life of more than 50,000 hours –
50 times that of a normal halogen globe.
Saving power, saving money
Rising power costs have driven use of LEDs.
“Energy bills have increased by up to 60 per
cent and LEDs can make power consumption
savings of up to 80 per cent, delivering returns on
investments in one to two years.
“Until now, the price of LED lighting has been
prohibitive. But as a result of new technology
and an increased demand for energy efﬁcient
solutions and reduced maintenance costs, LED
lighting is really now the only viable option for new
commercial construction and retroﬁts.”
In addition, the introduction of Victorian
Energy Efﬁciency Certiﬁcates means government
incentives are now paying for up to 80 per cent of
the product outlay for LED lighting.
LED lights: up high
Replacing broken globes in commercial
buildings is expensive because most require
cherrypickers to reach high ceilings but LED
lights are a viable choice as they last around
eight times longer than mercury vapour/metal

On a mission: John Rathgeber wants to rid
Australia of every non-LED lamp within ﬁve years.

halide globes and use as little as 25 per cent of
the electricity.
“Unlike traditional lights, LED High Bay lamps
run at cooler temperatures and are multi-strike so
they provide instant light,” says John. “They also
provide greater efﬁciency by maintaining constant
LUX levels, which is particularly important in
manufacturing environments. The commercial
payback is within 12 months.”
A boon for electricians
So, while there are obvious beneﬁts for
customers, is this new breed of LEDs better
for electrical contractors? Yes, says John.
“Up until a few years ago, electricians have
been installing lights they knew just weren’t right –
lights that would be outdated in a year.
Now they’re comfortable with LED technology.”
Electricians are buying lamps for new
installations that have an integrated ﬁtting,
with a dimmable driver.
“They’re buying that from us for under
$30 and retain a proﬁt margin in the product
as well as their labour. They favourably compete
with traditional compact ﬂuoros.”
littil helps electrical contractors market
LEDs to customers with an energy savings
calculator. It also runs electrician-only
information nights. You can ﬁnd further
information at www.littil.com.au.

Continued from page 15
Query

Question

Answer

12:026

Who is responsible for the routine
inspection & testing of cardiac-protected
and body-protected electrical areas?

12:027

Is a readily accessible isolating switch
No.
provided for non-dedicated LPD protected Note: The function of the isolation switch in these instances is for the
purposes of control only.
socket-outlets, required to be capable of
securing in the open position?

12:028

To which EP Junction should the
equipotential earthing conductor of any
socket-outlets, installed within 5,000mm
and between adjoining entrances of
separate cardiac-protected electrical
areas, be connected?

The earthing terminals of these socket-outlets shall be connected to each Clause 4.4.2.4
separate cardiac-protected electrical area EP junction with a separate
equipotential conductor. Note: The equipotential conductor must be
clearly identiﬁed at each respective EP junction.

12:029

Do socket-outlets installed in a cupboard
within 5,000mm of the entrance to a nondental surgery patient area require LPD
protection

Do socket-outlets installed in a cupboard within 5,000mm of the entrance Clause 4.4.3.2
to a non-dental surgery patient area require LPD protection

Compliance/conformity for routine testing is an impost on the owner/
occupier of the healthcare facility. Therefore they should ensure that
routine inspection and testing of all cardiac-protected and/or bodyprotected electrical areas is carried out at intervals not exceeding
12 months.

Clause
Clause 9.1

Clause 2.10
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Warren retires after
impressive 48-year innings
ESV has bid a fond farewell to Compliance
Ofﬁcer Warren Knop, who retired after an
impressive 48 years in the energy industry.
Warren started his career in 1964 as an
apprentice electrical mechanic at Heidelberg
Repatriation Hospital with the Commonwealth
Department of Works and ﬁnished his
apprenticeship at Laverton Air Base.
In 1970 he moved to Geelong and started
work with CW Norris and later RT Nichols doing
a variety of commercial and industrial work at
Ford, Avalon, Alcoa, Travelodge, Geelong Hospital
and the Bellarine Shopping Centre.
In 1973 he joined the SECV as a relief
electrical inspector at Kyneton, Ballarat, Lorne
and Camperdown, before becoming a permanent
electrical inspector in Geelong. In 1987 he had the
opportunity to become the Regional Installations
Ofﬁcer – a position he held for approximately
one week – before moving into the Geelong
area supply section as a District Assistant doing
supply-related design and high voltage extensions.
Warren says “this work was most rewarding
and enjoyable and provided me with the

knowledge and skills used in my most recent
position at ESV”.
While in Geelong Warren also trained as a HV
operator within 10 Zone Substations and a couple
of switching stations. By 1994, a new opportunity
arose to join Powercor’s electricity contestable
market sales team selling electricity and electrical
equipment to large companies such as Visy,
Shorko, BASF and Avalon Air Field.
With the slowing of the electricity market in
1998, Warren moved back to the network side
of Powercor and enjoyed 12 months of work
managing the extension contract maximum
demands of large companies and MD contracts
for smaller customers in the contestable market.
In 2000 he joined the Ofﬁce of the Chief
Electrical Inspector as a contractor for one
month to initially assist in the development,
management and presentation of the No Go
Zone Rules to industry.
This became 12 years with involvement in
the 2009 Victorian Bushﬁres Royal Commission,
Coroners and VWA court cases, reviewing
and assisting in the creation of Spotter training

Teeing off: Warren Knop (with Paul Fearon) plans
to spend more time on the golf course.

packages and expanding the electrical safety
message throughout industry.
Having now retired from his role as
Compliance Ofﬁcer in ESV’s Electrical Safety
Infrastructure team, Warren plans to “scare a
few ﬁsh while seeing if the boat remembers what
water feels like, play some long overdue golf and
continue with the Geelong over 60s cricket team”.
He also proposes to undertake a little more
overseas travel and caravanning throughout
Australia with his wife, Susan, and help out
with the grandchildren.

onerange, onebusbar, onesolution
onekonekt residential range of modular devices
Hager’s onekonekt system offers one of the most versatile & flexible solutions to residential
electricians on the market today. The use of busbar in our industry is not a new concept.
However, providing a full range of residential protection devices that connect to the same
busbar, increasing safety, reducing installation time, improving technical characteristics and
aesthetics within one system, definitely is.

www.hagerbr.com.au
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Recent
prosecutions
ESV has recently taken legal
proceedings against the
following individuals and
»
companies.
»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

An LEIW, Adrian Dal Negro of Saint Helena,
was charged with failing to take precautions
against electric shock in the handling of
electrical circuits in the Geelong Magistrates’
Court in August. He was placed on an
undertaking to be of good behaviour and
ordered to pay $100 to the Court Fund
and $500 costs.
LEIW Kenneth Spiden from Newtown
appeared in the Geelong Magistrates’ Court
charged with failing to take precautions against
electric shock in the handling of electrical
circuits. He was placed on an undertaking
and ordered to pay $100 to the Court Fund
and $500 costs.
Simonds Homes Melbourne Pty Ltd was
charged with employing a person to carry out
electrical work when not a REC. The matter
was heard in the Sunshine Magistrates’ Court
and the company was placed on undertaking
to be of good behaviour for one year, and
to pay $5000 to the Red Cross and $1200
in costs.
REC Adam Wallinson of Mernda was charged
with two counts of installing electrical
equipment that was unsafe and installing
electrical work that does not comply with
the Act and Regs 43(1). He was placed on
an undertaking to be of good behaviour and
to pay $5000 to the Court Fund and $1200
costs when he appeared in the Dandenong
Magistrates’ Court in October.
REC Byron Pereeia, of Mt Waverley, was
charged with refusing to complete a COES.
He appeared in the Dandenong Magistrates’
Court where he was placed on an undertaking
to be of good behaviour for one year and to
pay $1000 in costs.
REC Robert Hekman, of Cowwarr, appeared
in the Sale Magistrates’ Court to face charges
of failing to have prescribed work inspected,
installing unsafe electrical equipment and
carrying out non-compliant work. He was
convicted and ﬁned $1500 and ordered to
pay $1200 costs.
LEIW John Pavic, of St Albans, was convicted
in the Melbourne Magistrates’ Court of carrying
out contracting work unregistered, failing to
give a COES to a person who requested the
work and failing to give a COES to ESV. He
was ﬁned $3500 and ordered to pay $4679.51
in costs.
Security guard Norman Howlett, of Sebastopol,
appeared in the Ballarat Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical installation
work unlicensed. He was placed on an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for one
year and ordered to pay $250 to the Court
Fund and $4000 in costs.
LEIW Klahid Saad, of Glenroy, faced eight
counts of installing electrical work that does not
comply with the Act and Regulations when he
appeared in the Melbourne Magistrates’ Court
on 27 November. He pleaded guilty to two
of the charges and was convicted and ﬁned

Court of employing a person to carry
out electrical work when not an REC.
The company was placed on an undertaking
to be of good behaviour for one year and to
pay $5000 to the Royal Children’s Hospital
and $2000 in costs.

$1000. He pleaded not guilty to the
other charges and was convicted and
ﬁned $5000. He was also ordered to pay
$17,182.36 in costs.
The Beston Group Pty Ltd, of Melbourne,
faced a charge in the Sunshine Magistrates’
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2012

REC LEW
Other

Offence
Code

Offence

February 12

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2443

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2443

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2443

OTHER

6381

Supply non-complying equipment

$2443

LEW

6219

Non-complying installation work

$611

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$3054

REC

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$119

REC

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$122

REC

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$122

May 12

LEW

6227

Fail to disconnect equipment from supply

$489

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2443

June 12

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2443

LEW

6211

Unregistered person carries out work

$611

March 12

Aug 12

Sep 12

Penalty

REC

6375

Employ unlicensed person

$3054

REC

6378

Fail to have work inspected by inspector

$2443

LEW

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$122

REC

6242

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$122

REC

6243

Fails to lodge copy with the Ofﬁce

$122

REC

6375

Employ unlicensed person

$3521

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$704

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$704

REC

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$122

REC

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$122

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$122

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$122

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$122

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certiﬁcate within time

$141

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$244

OTHER

3595

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

$1221

OTHER

3595

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

$1221

Oct 12

REC

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$563

Nov 12

LEW

6211

Unregistered person carries out work

$704

REC

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$122

OTHER

3588

Gasﬁtting work did not comply

$563

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$282

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$282

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$244

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$282

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$282

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$244

OTHER

3593

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$1408

OTHER

3593

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$1408

OTHER

3594

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

$282
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Turning
complaints into
compliments
In a busy week ESV can
handle 25 formal complaints
from Victorians concerned
about gas or electrical
safety. Michelle Robertson
reports.
Sometimes people witness something
they determine to be unsafe or warranting
investigation – and possible prosecution
– by ESV. Our Complaints Ofﬁcer, Kevin
O’Connor, is the ﬁrst point of contact.
Kevin, what sort of complaints do you handle?
Our domain is safety and technical compliance
for equipment, installations and infrastructure.
Complaints to ESV are part of ESV’s role regulating
the safety and technical compliance of energy
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supply, installations, appliances and pipelines.
Around 50 per cent of complaints concern
electrical installations. Sometimes we
get complaints we can’t assist with, like people
ringing up to say their power bill is too high!
What’s the most common complaint?
Deﬁnitely people who’ve dealt with an electrician
who can’t produce a Certiﬁcate of Electrical
Safety. Usually these are legitimate complaints.
How many complaints do you get?
We get complaints via phone, email and mail –
the current average is about 75 per month.
In a busy week we could have up to 25 formal
complaints!
Do people get angry with you?
Sometimes people are angry but it doesn’t
happen that often. My role is very much about
customer service and helping to resolve the issue.
Are complaints generally easy to resolve?
Some are, while others are ongoing and take a
long time to resolve. I act as liaison between ESV
and the complainant, working with our technical
experts to get the information we need.
What’s been your most memorable
complaint?
My favourite moment happened when I had a lady
who phoned in very upset. She was engaging
in a one way conversation about her complaint
before I ﬁnally had a chance to interject. As soon

as I explained something simple to her, she “got it”.
The problem was solved. Providing that kind
of customer service is very satisfying.

ADVERTORIAL

Sign up to a national apprentice pilot with beneﬁts
A new national electrical apprenticeship
pilot focused on improving the electrical
apprentice completion rates across the
country is being trialled throughout
Australia in 2013 and 2014.
The Managing Apprentice Progression
(MAP) pilot is being trialled across 28 participating
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) across
Australia. The pilot is fundamentally committed to
starting apprentices with a view to success. This
involves making sure there is a “good ﬁt” between
the apprentice, the employer and the training
program.
The innovative new program will see 1000 ﬁrst

year apprentices commence in 2013 and another
1500 apprentices in 2014.
The pilot will provide electrical apprentices with
the opportunity to progress once they demonstrate
competency. Industry veriﬁed benchmarks will
ensure the progression model is comprehensive
and rigorous to facilitate quality outcomes.
Candidates have commenced booking into
Readiness Assessments. Successful completion
of the Readiness Assessment will assist unlocking
any potential barriers to successfully undertaking
an electrical apprenticeship.
By registering to be a part of the pilot program,
employers have access to a pool of candidates

who have achieved the Readiness Assessment
benchmark.
During the pilot program, apprentices will be
assessed against industry agreed progression
benchmarks with ﬁnal sign off against nationally
consistent assessment.
The pilot also provides employers with an
assigned Industry Mentor to guide the apprentice,
employer and the RTO through the relevant on-thejob and off-the-job components of the program,
keeping all parties on track.
Be one of hundreds of employers to
participate in this national pilot across the country,
ﬁnd out more at www.energiseoz.com.

Electricians required for AMI Project
Service Stream is an Australian owned, publicly listed
company, and provides the complete end to end capability
from customer contact to ﬁeld based construction,
installation and maintenance services across an extensive
range of infrastructure based activities.
Service Stream’s North Melbourne ofﬁce is seeking A Grade
electricians – or L Grade electricians who possess Certiﬁcate
III in Electro-technology or equivalent – to install Advanced
Meters in various locations.

Contractor positions are
currently available.
Interested candidates should forward their
application, including Cover Letter and CV, via
email to resourcing@servicestream.com.au

ADVERTORIAL

THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS

Is 4 Years Enough?
The industry will see a new pilot program launched
next year designed to see if an holistic progression
management system for electrical apprentices
can provide other options for the industry. Does
it mean less than 4 years for the apprenticeship?
Not necessarily, is the simple answer according to
NECA Victoria Executive Director Philip Green.
“NECA is working with the ElectroComms and Energy
Utilities Skills Council (EE-Oz) and other industry
bodies including the ETU in the pilot program”.
“The program is aimed at recognising the individual
skills and knowledge of each apprentice at every
stage as they progress through their apprenticeship.
That doesn’t mean that everyone who undertakes
the pilot program will ﬁnish early, but rather their
progression is based upon their individual capacity
to handle the training and work experiences. Some
may ﬁnish within the 4 years, but on the other hand
some may take longer than the 4 years”, he said.
EE-Oz CEO, Bob Taylor said in a recent edition
of The Wire, that training progression will reﬂect
real workplace competence. He explained
that a key component of the pilot program is
“the involvement of industry mentors who will
provide support services tailored to an individual’s
learning needs, boosting each apprentice’s
capacity to complete their training program”.
Right for the job
Apprenticeships have been around since the middle
ages when a master craftsman would employ a
young person on ﬁxed wages for a set period of
time (usually at a lower wage than a tradesman).
Fundamentally it is the same process that is applied
today. More than ever it is important that we get
the “right ﬁt”. It is not only about commencement
of apprenticeships, but importantly successful
completion. Today training system stakeholders
increasingly are recognising that high quality
recruitment is the most important factor in successful

completion of an apprenticeship program.
To use an analogy, the corporate sector
spends considerable amounts of money on
staff selection processes in an attempt to get
the person who is best suited for the position.
The reason is that the costs of hiring and then
having staff leave are even more expensive than
the cost of targeted recruitment processes.
In the pilot, at this vital decision point, industry
mentors will be available to advise candidates on
the technical and practical requirements of training
and working in the industry. They will also provide
a ‘readiness’ assessment, so that candidates
may identify and address potential barriers to
success before they begin their apprenticeship.
Initial readiness assessments will form the basis
of the apprentice’s skills proﬁle, which will develop
as they progress through their apprenticeship and
guide the ongoing provision of support services.
Quality, Quality, Quality
Philip says that all the organisations involved in this
pilot recognise that a successful transition from time
based progression will require high levels of industry
and regulatory conﬁdence in the quality of outcomes.
EE-Oz says, that to facilitate consistent assessment,
promote regulatory conﬁdence and assist RTOs
in providing ﬂexible assessment options to
apprentices, the pilot will develop moderated
assessment resources aligned to units and BPPs.
Access to quality assessment resources will further
underpin the ﬂexibility required for competency
based progression. Quality, access and feedback
will be ensured via electronic assessment tools
which allow apprentices to undertake nationally
available assessments against the ‘critical aspects
of evidence’ when they are ready to progress.
The pilot will commence in 2013 and initially include
up to 1000 apprentices across the country.

How to beat rising electricity costs
Many people are shocked at their latest
electricity bill. Electricity prices have risen by
more than 40% in the last three years and
are expected to continue to rise in the coming
years. The opportunities to win customers and
projects by offering energy efﬁciency solutions
are now greater than they have ever been.
NECA’s EcoSmart Electricians program
has been assisting consumers become
more energy efﬁcient for a number of
years. In response to changing consumer
attitudes the EcoSmart Electricians training
course has been improved with up to date
content and a new module on LEDs.
The new updated training course is a mixture
of online content and face-to face training,
allowing participants to learn at their own pace
and then attend one day in person with an
industry expert trainer. This means less time
off the job and more time for the participants
to absorb the concepts of energy efﬁciency.
The online training component covers the topics
of energy management, lighting including
a special module on LEDs, pumps, fans and
motors and heating, cooling and solar generation
systems. On successful completion of the online
content participants then attend a full day session
which reviews the online content and provides
further training on lighting techniques and
technology including lighting control systems.
The cost of electricity has never been so
important to your customers and energy
efﬁciency has never provided a bigger
opportunity for electrical contractors. To ﬁnd
out more about the about the EcoSmart
Electricians program and the new updated
training course visit the EcoSmart Electricians
website. www.ecosmartelectricians.com.au

FROM NECA
Facebook and Twitter
NECA now is on Facebook and Twitter which is a
great way to keep up with the latest industry news
from around Australia. Simply follow the link on
the NECA website and you can access the NECA
Facebook page. If you are not already on Facebook
this is a quick and easy way to join. No cost and
simple to use. People interested in what NECA has to
say can now follow us on Twitter and keep up to date
with the latest news on NECA’s Facebook page.
Speaking on the launch, NECA’s Chief Executive
Ofﬁcer James Tinslay said the aim of launching these
new communication channels was to spread the
NECA message to a wider audience. “Social media
has become the main form of communication for
the younger generation of electricians entering our
industry. As the voice of Australia’s electrical and
communications industry it’s vitally important that we
connect with this audience through their preferred
channels, especially as we’re one of Australia’s
largest employers of apprentices through our group
training schemes.”
The Twitter feed will be used mainly to promote
interest in NECA’s media releases, events and major
announcements. Short messages will be tweeted
providing a summary of the announcement with
a link back to the NECA website to see the full
story. NECA’s Facebook page will complement the
website with content geared more towards a younger
audience. It will include summaries of media releases
and articles, photos and reports from events like the
Excellence, Apprentice and school student awards,
videos, human interest stories, tips about how to
pursue a career in the electrical industry, proﬁles on
NECA apprentices, upcoming training programs and
human interest stories. Visit www.neca.asn.au and
click on the Facebook, Twitter and YouTube icons to
visit the social media channels.

Victorian Contractor Takes Top Job

Ballarat based contractor, Wes McKnight from
McKnights Electrical has been elected as the new
National President of the National Electrical &
Communications Association.
Fair Work Australia released the results of the election
of Ofﬁce Bearers in September. Wes follows in the
footsteps of Neville Palmer, also a former NECA

Victoria President who held the national position in
the early part of this century. Wes has served the
Victorian Chapter as a Councilor, Vice-President
and President for over 12 years and will bring a
great amount of experience and knowledge to the
national role.

Technical advice only a phone call away
NECA Victoria is now providing free technical advice
and technical consultancy services to its members.
Executive Director Philip Green recently announced
the appointment of Roy Sands to the role of Technical
Services Ofﬁcer. “This new appointment”, he said
“means that NECA can now provide members with a
range of technical advice and consultancy services
which was an area we felt was lacking within our
membership offering. The demand is certainly there
as contractors look for clear advice on a broad range
of areas, all to do with standards and regulations”.
Roy can provide technical guidance on all types of
electrical installations ranging from minor to major for
AS/NZS3000 and SIR compliance to assist members
in their business. These include, The Wiring Rules and
associated standards such as AS/NZS3003 Patient
Areas, AS/NZS3012 Construction and Demolition,
AS/NZS3008 Cable Selection, the Service and
Installation Rules (SIRS), Electricity Safety Act and
Regulations, and Generators and Safety Services.
His industry experience comes to the fore with
issues arising out of connection arrangements to
Distribution Company assets on matters such as
Service Protection Devices (SPD’s) and Supply
Capacity Control Devices (SCCD’s),CT Chamberslocations and sizing, metering for both single
and multiple occupancies and cabling within
subdivisions. Roy has had a long and distinguished
career in the electrical industry, commencing his
apprenticeship in 1969 as an Electrical Technician
with the Department of Civil Aviation. In 1986 he
joined the SECV as an Electrical Inspector.
The privatisation of the SECV in 1999 saw him
establish a highly successful private inspection
company with over 40 inspectors providing services
across Victoria. Roy, himself, currently holds all
categories of the Electrical Inspectors’ License. Over
recent years he has provided his knowledge and
expertise to some of the largest organisations in the
electrical industry and has been intimately involved
in the roll out of the Victorian “Smart meter” fault
follow up program. He has provided valuable input
into many industry committees such as the SIR
Management and SIR Rewrite Committees, ESV’s
Solar and Renewable Energy Committee and the AMI
Smart Meter Roll- Out SIR Impact Committee to name
just a few.
Roy can be contacted on 03 9645 5533.

New FREE Lighting Guide
In 2011 the Building Code of Australia changed
to require new and signiﬁcantly different
requirements for residential lighting. Described
by industry professionals as “a signiﬁcant
sea change” the new requirements mandate
just how much power can be used to light
both interior, exterior and garage spaces.
NECA, as part of its Lighting for Living
Program, has now developed a “Residential
Lighting Guide” which not only outlines the
new requirements, but provides information
on how by using some basic lighting
design theory and the different lighting
technologies now available, a more than
acceptable outcome can be achieved.
NECA, as the industry’s peak body for the
electrical industry, has worked closely with the
Victorian Government in its “Green Skills for
Trades “ program which was driven around
up-skilling the electrical, building and plumbing
industry in the new 6 star requirements for
residential construction. This included 148
days of training of a completely new residential
lighting course across metropolitan and
regional Victoria for contractors and their
staff. NECA Victoria Executive Director, Philip
Green says “the demand for this training was
so great that we have since developed even
more training programs dedicated to lighting.
This is an industry ﬁrst and reﬂects the role
that NECA plays in leading the industry.”
One of the key considerations for the
development of the “Guide” was the fact
that the new BCA requirements only specify
required outcomes in respect of the allowable
amount of power to be used. “Understanding
what lighting design considerations and
technologies are available is critical to achieving
satisfactory outcomes”, Mr Green said.
The guide is free to download and has been
designed for both industry professionals and
members of the public seeking advice on how
to best manage the new lighting requirements.
The guide has been funded through the Victorian
Government’s “Green Skills for Trades Program”.
RESIDENTIAL
LIGHTING

_
a design guide
for compliance with the
national construction code
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Electrical
Q&A

Your questions
on electricity
installation issues
– and the answers
Question

Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are
the answers together with references
to the Acts, Standards, Regulations and
Clauses that apply to them.

Answer

Standard

Clause

I have heard a lot about amendment 2 of
AS/NZS 3000:2007, but when will it be
published?

Amendment 2 of AS/NZS 3000:2007 was published on 14 December AS/NZS
2012. In Victoria the amendments apply from the date they are
3000:2007
published. The amendments are available on the internet from SAI
Global.

Scope

I would like a ruling on the additional
mechanical protection required for
unprotected consumer’s mains. Particularly
the mains from underground into the structure
that houses the metering enclosure up to the
ﬁrst protective device where the HD conduit
comes out of the ground and into the bottom
of the metering enclosure on houses in the
course of construction (BTS in a permanent
position).

Additional mechanical protection for the un-protected underground
(URD area) consumer mains is required. There are two possible
solutions deemed to meet the requirements by Energy Safe Victoria.

Clauses 2.5.1.1,
3.9.7.1.2 and
3.9.4.4

Electricity safety (installations) Regulations
2009, r215, states: construction of consumer’s
mains within a structure if an electricity
supplier’s underground service lines are
protected by protective equipment installed
at an electrical installation’s metering point,
any consumer’s mains within the building or
structure upstream of that equipment must
be enclosed in: (a) a heavy duty non-metallic
conduit of a sort described in AS/NZ 2053; or
(b) a medium or heavy galvanised steel tube
that complies with AS 1074.
AS 3000:2007 3.9.7.1.2 unprotected insulated,
unsheathed cables enclosed in conductive
wiring enclosures shall not be installed without
short-circuit protection. Consumers mains
not provided with short-circuit protection on
the supply side, SHALL: (a) be constructed in
such a manner as to reduce the risk of short
circuit to a minimum; and (b) be installed
in accordance with the relevant additional
requirements of the electricity distributor.
3.3 EXTERNAL INFLUENCES
3.3.1 General
Wiring systems shall be able to operate safely
and shall function properly in the conditions to
which they are likely to be exposed at the point
of installation.
Industry standard has been the consumer’s
mains installed in HD conduit with a galvanised
tube up to within at least 300mm of the
metering enclosure. I know with work being
carried out in the vicinity of the enclosure, by
other trades not electrically trained. Additional
protection is required but I cannot ﬁnd in
any documentation or measurement that
stipulates how close the additional mechanical
protection is required. Can you clarify ?

1.

Metal pipe, with a wall thickness of at least 3mm, to within
100mm of the meter box; or

2. Metal ﬂexible conduit which enters the meter box and is effectively
earthed, this may be achieved by ﬁxing the conduit with a metal
double sided saddle.
These requirements would comply with Clauses 2.5.1.1, 3.9.7.1.2 and
3.9.4.4 of the AS/NZS 3000:2007.
The reason for the requirement of the 100mm is to ensure that
the installation is compliant with the situation of the plastic conduit
being installed within 50mm of the ﬁnished plaster surface once the
construction is completed.
Equivalent protection may be achieved using methods.

AS/NZS
3000:2007
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ESV orders two businesses
to stop selling non-compliant
electrical goods
By Michelle Robertson, ESV’s Senior
Advisor Media and Communications
ESV has ordered two businesses to
immediately stop selling non-compliant
electrical goods or receive a penalty of
more than $4800.
In April 2012, ESV enforcement ofﬁcers
conducting an audit of the HIA Home Show
at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre found an unapproved power supply
model ILP50-12020006 being offered for
sale with Ogawa eZSlick portable belt
massagers.
The power supply offered for sale had
United Kingdom metal-style pins and was
promoted for use in Australia with an outlet
device. However, the outlet device had noninsulated pins and did not display the
mandatory approval number.
The power supply had no evidence of the
required Australian approval for electrical safety.
Although the products were removed from sale
at the show, a subsequent search of the
company’s website revealed these and other
possibly non-compliant products were still
being offered for sale.
In a separate incident, ESV investigated
a complaint regarding a socket outlet model
being sold under the brand name PoweRun.
The product was offered for sale displaying an
approval number that had expired in 2010 and
a search revealed it had not been renewed.
Socket outlets and air break switches have
been a prescribed class of electrical equipment
for many years with the most recent prescription

Run-out: This socket outlet was withdrawn from sale when it was discovered its approval had expired.

being on 10 June 2010 by notice published in the
Victorian Government Gazette No. G23.
A full list of prescribed electrical equipment is
also available for download at www.esv.vic.gov.au
under the section Electricity Professionals.
In each case the business proprietors were
advised that these products did not comply
with Section 54 of the Electrical Safety Act 1998,
which states in part:
» A person must not supply or offer to
supply electrical equipment unless –
(a) the equipment complies with the
minimum standards prescribed for
equipment of that class

Furthermore, Section 57(2) of the Act states:
» A person must not supply or offer to supply
electrical equipment prescribed under subsection (1) unless the equipment is approved
by ESV and is marked as prescribed; or
» Is approved by a prescribed authority or,
under the regulations, is deemed to be
approved; or
» Is certiﬁed in accordance with a prescribed
method or prescribing process.
In such cases ESV can commence legal
action and issue a penalty for non-compliance,
which is up to $4886 for a natural person and in
the case of a body corporate up to $24,428.

UPSKILL WITH A SHORT COURSE
Electrical, solar, installation and inspection courses available
RMIT provides a range of flexible training and education programs that are designed and delivered to equip employees for today’s
fast-paced business demands.

■
■
■
■
■

Solar Installation Training for Electrical Inspectors (NEW)
Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Work
Electrical Contractor Registration
Disconnect/Reconnect Worker’s Licence
Hazardous Area Wiring

■
■
■
■
■

Renewable Energy Grid Connect Design and Installation
Solar awareness for electricians
Portable Appliance Safety Testing
Energy Smart Electrician
LEA Coaching

>
www.rmit.edu.au/engineeringtafe

For more information phone Wendy on 9925 4921
or email wendy.gillies@rmit.edu.au

mitch44734

RMIT’s short courses can be customised to meet your specific needs and are conducted at the City campus or onsite.
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Gas
Q&A

Your
questions on gas
installation issues

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s gas
technical helpline, 1800 652 563.

Question

Answer

Clause

Who is responsible for determining the
location and the method of installation
of a consumer billing meter?

The network operator is responsible for the location and the method
of installation of a consumer billing meter.

Appendix A – A1

When should contact be made with the
network operator to sort out meter location
and installation?

Contact should be made before any work commences.

There are prohibited locations where a
consumer billing meter must not be installed.
How many are listed in AS 5601-2004?

Seventeen prohibited locations are identiﬁed in the Standard.
They include:
(a) A bedroom.
(b) A lift shaft or lift motor room.
(c) A room speciﬁcally intended for electrical switchgear.
(d) A ﬁre-isolated stairway or passage.
(e) A ﬁre hydrant duct or hose reel cabinet.
(f) Sprinkler or hydrant pump room.
(g) Near a source of ignition.
(h) In such a position that would obstruct egress from a building.
(i) In such a position where the meter would be subject to physical
damage unless adequately protected.
(j) In an area where excessive temperatures or sudden excessive
changes in temperature may occur.
(k) In the foundation area under a building.
(l) In a cavity wall, unless installed in a ventilated enclosure which
meets the requirements of the network operator and the cavity
is sealed.
(m) In a position where access for reading or maintenance is restricted.
(n) In an unventilated position.
(o) On the ground.
(p) On a ﬂoor which is frequently wetted.
(q) On a ﬂoor which contains material which may corrode the meter.

Appendix A – A3

In buildings where multiple meters are
required to be installed what do you need
to be aware of?

You need to be aware of which portions of premises that each meter is
supplying and each meter needs to be clearly marked to indicate this.
Note: Consumer piping should also be appropriately marked prior to
meter installation.

Appendix A – A4

Where later work is carried out, which
involves access to the consumer billing
meter, the network operator’s requirements
must be maintained. Which four requirements
must be maintained?

You must ensure the following requirements are provided on completion
of such work:
(a) Security.
(b) Ventilation.
(c) Corrosion protection.
(d) Access for reading and maintenance.

Appendix A – A5

What clearance is required from wiring or
other similar services?

The location of any electrical wiring, ﬁttings, telephone cable,
communication wiring and plastic water pipe is to be:
a)
75mm where the ﬂue or appliance includes a draught diverter.
b)
150mm where the ﬂue or appliance does not include a
draught diverter.
Note: This clearance may be reduced where the two are separated
by thermal insulation material.

Note: Ventilation of the meter location is to be in accordance with
Clauses 4.15 (Ventilation of Gas Equipment—Lighter Than Air Gases)
or 4.16 (Ventilation of Gas Equipment—Heavier Than Air Gases)
as appropriate.

Consumer Billing
Meters (Informative)

Appendix A – A2
Consumer Billing
Meters (Informative)

Consumer Billing
Meters (Informative)

Consumer Billing
Meters (Informative)

Consumer Billing
Meters (Informative)
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Correct use of CO detection equipment
a hot topic for gasﬁtters
By Enzo Alfonsetti, ESV’s Manager,
Type A Gas Appliance Safety
Gasﬁtters are being reminded to ensure
they use carbon monoxide detection
equipment in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions to ensure an
accurate reading.
ESV has recently investigated a number
of reported cases of carbon monoxide (CO)
spillage from gas heaters, only to ﬁnd that the
CO detection equipment being used displayed
false readings because of the way it was being
used.
This is because the CO detectors were
being exposed to temperatures greater than their
maximum rated value because the gasﬁtters were
not taking into consideration the limitations of the
equipment.
ESV’s Technical Information Sheet 37, Carbon
Monoxide Measuring Equipment, says:
» Do not place your CO detector in front of a
heater’s discharge air stream as this hot air
may overheat the CO detector and cause false
CO readings. You should know the maximum
rated temperature of your CO detector before
positioning it in an environment subject to
heat. If in doubt please contact the equipment
supplier.
It is important that gasﬁtters read the
instructions that are provided with their CO
detection equipment and take note of its
temperature limitations. Many CO detectors have
a maximum rated temperature of 40C to 50C.
Placing these instruments in front of the
discharge air stream of a space heater or central

National
consistency
on agenda
for committee
By Michael Weber,
ESV’s Technical Writer
The Gas Technical Regulators’
Committee (GTRC) is an association of
Australian and New Zealand government
departments responsible for the safe
use of gas for domestic and commercial
purposes.
The GTRC is made up of Victoria, South
Australia, Queensland, New South Wales,
Western Australia, Australian Capital Territory,
the Northern Territory and New Zealand.
The current Chair of the GTRC is
ESV’s Executive Manager Gas Installation
and Appliance Safety, Paul Bonsak. He is

Too hot to handle: The TPI 770 carbon monoxide gas detector (above left) is suitable for use in ambient air
only as it has a maximum rated temperature of 40C. It should not be used in a hot discharge air stream.
A tester with a sampling probe (pictured right) is best for this as testing can be done without the unit
being exposed to direct heat.

heating duct air supply register could result in false
CO readings. These instruments are designed to
measure ambient air quality within the room and
are not designed to measure CO in a heater’s
discharge air stream. If you need to check for
CO in a heater’s discharge air stream you must
ensure the instrument is able to cope with the
temperature of that air.
Exposing the instrument to too much heat
can damage the instrument, including the
electrochemical sensor that detects carbon
monoxide. If in doubt, contact the supplier of
your equipment.

Alternatively use an instrument with a
sampling probe so that measurements in the
discharge air can be taken using the probe so
the testing instrument is not subject to high
temperatures.
A typical example of a CO monitor that
should not be placed in the discharge air stream
of a space heater or central heating duct air
supply register is the TPI 770 carbon monoxide
gas detector. This instrument has a maximum
rated temperature of 40C and is suitable
for use in ambient air only, not hot heater
discharge.

committed to bringing uniformity to the gas
industry through the GTRC.
The GTRC was established in 1996 as a
forum for gas technical and safety regulators to
share ideas and improve gas safety, measurement
and quality. It meets biannually and provides
beneﬁts to governments, industry and the
public in the form of:
Promoting safety in all aspects of gas
transportation, storage and use.
Developing and maintaining a consistent
regulatory environment between jurisdictions
to gas technical and safety activities.
Benchmarking to identify best practices.
Sharing information for effective and efﬁcient
safety and technical regulatory practice covering
the gas industry.
The GTRC has high level principles underpinning safety and technical policy development.
These include striving for national consistency
of legislative intent and principles, increasing
awareness of national and international
environments related to gas, developing consistent
and improved national mutual recognition
agreements, and sharing knowledge.

The GTRC is also aiming to increase
its presence in industry through greater
engagement with external stakeholders.
The GTRC will also participate in national
technical committees with organisations
such as Standards Australia and Standards
New Zealand, with the aim of directing and
inﬂuencing the outcomes of national technical
standards directions.
It also plans to consult with certiﬁcation
bodies such as the AGA, SAI Global, IAPMO
and Global-Mark as well as such industry
associations as Pipeline Associations,
LPG Associations and Gas Appliance
Manufacturers Associations of Australia.
The GTRC also liaises with and provides
feedback to other government bodies on
a range of gas-related issues including the
Standing Council on Energy and Resources
(SCER) and the Department of Resources,
Energy and Tourism.
One recent example of this was the
Gas Appliance (Carbon Monoxide) Safety
Strategy, which is currently being considered
by the Federal Government.
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Simple answers to a complex question
By Ignazio Cannizzo, ESV’s Manager
Complex Gas Appliance Safety
ESV has recently updated Information
Sheet No. 33, PIC and ESV gas installation
notiﬁcation, to assist gasﬁtters to determine
whether a gas installation is standard or
complex and who they need to notify.
It is not easy trying to determine whether a
gas installation is a standard gas installation by
reading the Gas Safety Act 1997.
From the deﬁnitions given in the Act, gas
installation means, in respect of the use or
intended use of gas, a combination of:
any pipe or system of pipes for or incidental
to the conveyance of gas and components or
ﬁttings associated with the pipe or pipes that
are downstream of the gas supply point; and
any more of the following:
(i) any liqueﬁed petroleum gas storage
vessels with an aggregate capacity not
exceeding 500 litres;
(ii) any appliance and associated components

or ﬁttings that are downstream of the
gas supply point;
(iii) any meter that is downstream of the gas
supply point;
(iv) any means of ventilation or system for the
removal of combustion products that is
downstream of the gas supply point.
In Victoria, we have standard gas installations
and complex gas installations.
For a standard gas installation, a licensed
person is required to lodge a Compliance
Certiﬁcate with the Plumbing Industry
Commission (PIC) within ﬁve days of
completing the work.
For a complex gas installation, a licensed
person is required to submit to Energy Safe
Victoria a Start Work Notice before starting
the installation and a Compliance Notice on
completion of the installation.
A copy of the Start Work and Compliance
Notices are included in the Application For
Acceptance of Complex Gas Installations and
Type B Gas Appliances form that must be

completed and submitted to ESV for all complex
gas installations.
This form can be downloaded from ESV’s
website at www.esv.vic.gov.au.
The Gas Safety Act 1997 and Gas Safety
(Gas Installation) Regulations 2008 describe that
gas installations are standard gas installations.
A complex gas installation means a gas installation
that is not a standard gas installation.
To make it easier to determine whether a gas
installation is a standard gas installation, ESV has
produced Gas Information Sheet No. 33, PIC and
ESV gas installation notiﬁcation.
This information sheet was recently reviewed,
resulting in a much clearer, accurate, updated
issue.
It can be downloaded from ESV’s website
at www.esv.vic.gov.au.
ESV offers training sessions on Gas
Information Sheet No. 33. If you have a group that
you would like to receive training, please email
ESV’s Manager Complex Gas Appliance Safety,
Ignazio Cannizzo, at icannizzo@esv.vic.gov.au.

Safety advice for mobile caterers
Audit ﬁnds
safety issues
By David Witenden, Manager
Investigations GIAS
A recent public event audit for
the Caulﬁeld races completed by
inspectors and investigators from
ESV’s Gas Installation and Appliance
Safety Division (GIAS) identiﬁed
modiﬁed Type-A appliances and out
of test date gas cylinders being hired
for use at public events by a hire
company.
The joint inspection by ESV, MFB’s
Dangerous Goods Department and
WorkSafe’s Dangerous Good Unit
identiﬁed approximately 200 modiﬁed
barbecues and out of test date 9 kg LPG
cylinders.
The inspection also identiﬁed several
other non-compliance issues surrounding
the storage and handling of dangerous
goods, with the hire company receiving
a Prohibition Notice and Improvement
Notice.
ESV, MFB and WorkSafe will continue
to work with the company to ensure
compliance in relation to their obligations
for gas safety.

ESV has been writing to the operators of
mobile catering vehicles to explain the
requirements for the vehicles.
Mobile catering vehicles with gas installations
are predominantly used at public events because
they can be easily transported and set up at
various locations. The letter reminds owners and
operators that gas installations in mobile catering
vehicles “have the potential to cause serious injury
if they do not meet gas safety standards or are not
well maintained”.
“ESV has alerted public event organisers and
catering vendors of the gas safety requirements
and the need to regularly check the safety of gas
installations in these vehicles,” it says.
“A Code of Practice for the Safe Use of
LP Gas at Public Events in Victoria has been
produced and is available on the ESV website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au>gasprofessionals>technical
information sheets.
“Many event organisers have accepted the
Code of Practice and now require mobile catering

vehicles with gas installations to be accepted by
ESV before being allowed at public events.
“To obtain acceptance, the mobile catering
vehicle owner must have their vehicle’s gas
installation checked by a licensed gasﬁtter. If
the gas installation is compliant with gas safety
standards, the licensed gasﬁtter will make a
submission to ESV. ESV will then inspect the
gas installation and, if found compliant, ESV will
provide a badge plate for display on the vehicle
and a letter advising the owner of acceptance.
“ESV’s acceptance of the gas installation,
in your mobile catering vehicle, does not expire
unless the gas pipe work is altered, the gas
appliance is altered or replaced or another gas
appliance is added.
“It is the owner’s responsibility to ensure that
the gas installation in their mobile catering vehicle
is maintained in a proper state of repair.
For further information on the letter or the
requirements, please contact ESV’s Technical Gas
Information Line on 1800 652 563.

Type B conference great success
ESV’s inaugural conference for people
involved in Type B gas appliances was a
great success.
Twenty-one people ranging from stationary
gas engine suppliers to a Type B appliance
servicing course trainer took part.
The conference was chaired by ESV Type B
Appliance Safety Engineer Darren Tilley and
Manager Complex Gas Appliance Safety Ignazio
Cannizzo, who were able to explain how ESV
manages Type B gas appliance safety, what

improvements were being implemented and why
improvements were necessary.
A range of topics were discussed including the
lack of availability and high cost of insurance, to the
administration of the industry, training, changes to
electrical licensing and revisions to standards
AS1375, AS 3814, AS/NZS 5601.
Draft minutes from the conference will be
distributed to participants and a more detailed
summary of the day will be published in a future
edition of EnergySafe.
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Commercial use of portable
gas appliances in public areas
of restaurants
By Jason Treseder,
ESV Gas Engineer
Cooking food in front of the customer at or
near the customer’s tables offers a different
culinary experience and is a deﬁning feature
of some styles of restaurants.
To achieve this experience, portable cookers
are increasingly being used on table tops in front
of customers in some restaurants across Victoria.
Using portable gas cookers can be an
effective solution, however, they also introduce
new risks that need to be managed to ensure
safety of both customers and employees.
Portable gas cookers need to be used
appropriately and there have been several
incidents involving these appliances in the past.
The risk of creating an incident can be minimised
by following the guidelines below.
» Ensure all gas appliances used in a
commercial situation are suitable for
“commercial use”. Commercial use typically
generates a usage pattern that is very different
from domestic use and it is recommended
that gas appliances intended for domestic
use not be used in a commercial setting.
Domestic appliances can fail prematurely or
require additional servicing and maintenance
when subjected to the ongoing operation
that occurs in commercial situations. This
is particularly true for most portable gas
cartridge cookers. The appliance supplier
should be able to conﬁrm if an appliance is
suitable for commercial use.
» All gas cookers must be certiﬁed and it is
illegal to sell or supply a Type A gas appliance
that is not certiﬁed. You can tell if a gas
appliance is certiﬁed by the presence of a
certiﬁcation mark.
» A certiﬁed appliance means that the
appliance design has been tested to ensure it
complies with all of the mandatory safety and

performance requirements. An appliance that
is not certiﬁed should not be used as it may
not comply and could be putting customers
and staff at risk.
» It is strongly recommended that all gas cookers
used in public areas at or near customer tables
be ﬁxed in place and supplied from permanent
piping (i.e. from natural gas or from a remote
LPG tank or cylinder). Where the use of ﬁxed
appliances is not feasible then the number of
gas connections that need to be made should
be minimised and all gas connections must
be checked each time they are used to ensure
connections are not leaking.
» All people using the appliance need to
be aware of the information provided in
the instruction manual supplied with the
appliance. The instruction manual has critical
safety information that must be followed
to use the appliance safely. Information
can include how to setup and operate the
appliance correctly, limits on the maximum
pan size and type that can be used, minimum
clearances from combustibles, servicing
information and safety warnings.
» Ensure any gas cylinders or gas canisters on
site are stored appropriately. There are strict
limits on the number and maximum size of
gas containers that can be stored or used
indoors. The limits include both full and empty
cylinders. As a general rule it is recommended
that gas cylinders and canisters are stored
outdoors in a secure enclosure. Details of the
storage limitations are explained in Australian
Standard AS/NZS1596 Storage and Handling
of LP Gas.
Following these guidelines can enable the
safe use of gas appliances and ensure the risk
of creating an unpleasant incident is minimised.
If you have any questions on these
requirements you can contact ESV’s Gas
Technical Help Line on 1800 652 563.

Awarding
achievement
Congratulations to Horsham’s Tim
Scott who was recently awarded
a Certiﬁcate of Achievement from
South West TAFE Warrnambool.
Tim was selected for the award
because of his commitment and
dedication to completing his Certiﬁcate IV
in Advanced Gasﬁtting.
ESV is proud to sponsor this award
and Tim was presented with a certiﬁcate
and cheque for $250 by ESV Gas
Inspector Laurie Devitt.
More than 200 people attended the
presentation evening at the Warrnambool
City Memorial Bowls Club to show their
support for Tim and apprentices from six
other trade groups.
Congratulations to all those who
celebrated the completion of their courses
on the evening.
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LOOK UP AND LIVE OR
DEAD AND BURIED

REMEMBER LOOK UP AND LIVE
Stay outside the 3 metre “no go zone” around, and
above, power lines. Or you could end up 6 feet under.
For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700.

